Abstract: Salient object perception is the process of sensing the salient information from the spatio-temporal visual scenes, which is a rapid pre-attention mechanism for the target location in a visual smart sensor. In recent decades, many successful models of visual saliency perception have been proposed to simulate the pre-attention behavior. Since most of the methods usually need some ad hoc parameters or high-cost preprocessing, they are difficult to rapidly detect salient object or be implemented by computing parallelism in a smart sensor. In this paper, we propose a novel spatio-temporal saliency perception method based on spatio-temporal hypercomplex spectral contrast (HSC). Firstly, the proposed HSC algorithm represent the features in the HSV (hue, saturation and value) color space and features of motion by a hypercomplex number. Secondly, the spatio-temporal salient objects are efficiently detected by hypercomplex Fourier spectral contrast in parallel. Finally, our saliency perception model also incorporates with the non-uniform sampling, which is a common phenomenon of human vision that directs visual attention to the logarithmic center of the image/video in natural scenes. The experimental results on the public saliency perception datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach compared to eleven state-of-the-art approaches. In addition, we extend the proposed model to moving object extraction in dynamic scenes, and the proposed algorithm is superior to the traditional algorithms.
Introduction
Visual attention is an important cognitive mechanism of human survival. Humans have the capability of rapidly focusing on potential objects in a cluttered visual world based on selective visual attention, which has been studied in physiology, psychology, neural systems and computer vision for a long time [1] . The salient objects or regions often contain important semantic content, which could be applied to visual semantic analysis, such as visual servoing of autonomous mobile robots [2] , motion object detection [3] , image/video segmentation [4, 5] , scene recognition [6] , smart video surveillance [7] , object recognition [8] and image compression [9] .
Visual saliency is a perceptual quality that makes an object distinguishable to its neighbors and, thus, captures our attention. Existing saliency approaches can be divided into two categories: task-driven attention (top-down) and data-driven attention (bottom-up). The top-down approach is a result of long-term visual simulation with prior knowledge. It is slow and task driven [10] [11] [12] . The bottom-up approach is based on low-level visual features simulating the formation of the short-term visual attention. In contrast to the top-down method, the bottom-up approach is rapid and without prior knowledge. It is a data contrast-driven mechanism in pre-attentive vision for salient objects without task [1, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In this paper, we only focus on the bottom-up approach.
Compared with task-driven visual attention, which is not clear yet, data-driven visual attention is studied extensively. Since the well-known feature integration theory (FIT) was published by A. Treisman and G. Gelade [29] , there has been a growing interest in data-driven attention. Among these models, Itti and Koch's model [13] is the most famous one. They detected a saliency map by the center-surround operator and normalizing a set of low-level features. Based on the Itti's model, N. Bruce et al. proposed an information maximization detection model [14] . Liu and Zheng modeled visual attention by a CRF (conditional random field) learning algorithm [1] . Goferman introduced context information in salient object detection [25] . However, most of the methods usually need some ad hoc parameters or high-cost preprocessing, and they have difficulty in rapidly detecting a salient object.
Recently, visual saliency perception in the frequency domain has become popular. Hou [26] proposed a fast Fourier transform spectral residual analysis algorithm for image saliency detection. In this method, amplitude spectral residual is considered as an important factor to stimulate visual attention. Furthermore, Guo [27] proposed a saliency detection algorithm by using the phase spectrum of the quaternion Fourier transform. Achanta [28] gave a simple and effective salient region detection solution by the frequency-tuned method. However, for saliency perception, the problem is, which one is more important, the amplitude spectrum or the phase spectrum? Meanwhile, how does one implement visual saliency perception processing in computing parallelism? In this paper, we argue that the phase spectrum contains image structure information, and the amplitude spectrum carries the visual perception magnitude information. Based on the theories of [29, 30] and the saliency detection methods of [1, 13, [25] [26] [27] [28] , we propose a computing parallelism algorithm named HSC, considering both amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum in a multi-scale hypercomplex of HSV (hue, saturation and value) color space and motion feature (see Section 3 for details):
(1) In the frequency domain, amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum are both significant for saliency detection. Either one of them could not reconstruct a whole saliency map in the frequency domain.
(2) A saliency map is the product of various visual features of comprehensive stimulation. United multi-feature vector expression would be an efficient computation method. In particular, the spatio-temporal image sequence of significance is the result of dynamic and static characteristics of integrated stimulus.
(3) Spatio-temporal saliency perception is a rapid processing result of multi-features contrasting in parallel in multi-scales.
(4) The position of a pixel is important to saliency detection in an image, since people tend to focus their attention on some specific areas.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we summarize and analyze existing algorithms. Section 3 gives the details of our visual saliency perception model, including spatio-temporal hypercomplex spectral contrast computation, a log-polar bias sampling strategy and saliency map computation. Section 4 presents and discusses the experimental results and evaluations for our model by comparing the proposed approach with other state-of-the-art methods on more than 1,000 natural and psychological images. In Section 5, we discuss the difference between and the proposed algorithm with other related methods. Section 6 explores the application of the proposed approach in moving object extraction in dynamic scenes. Finally, conclusions and future works are given in Section 7.
Related Work
In many classical visual perception applications, the spectrum of an image has many applications, such as denoising, enhancement, compression and matching. The frequency domain transform and human visual perception mechanism also have a close relationship. In Itti's saliency model [13] , the Gabor wavelet frequency transform is used to get orientation information in the image. From Piotrowski's [31] and Oppenheim's [32] viewpoint, we believe that the phase spectrum contains image structure information, and the amplitude spectrum carries the visual perception magnitude information. Frequency transform has been widely used in various approaches of saliency detection, such as Fourier transform (FT) [20, 26] , quaternion Fourier transform (QFT) [24, 27, [33] [34] [35] , discrete cosine transform (DCT) [36, 37] and quaternion discrete cosine transform (QDCT) [38, 39] . The salient object is highlighted in the visual attribute synthesis difference. The kind of saliency feature has holistic and multi-scale contrast (global/local contrast) in visual perceptual stimulus. From the frequency domain spectrum of information, feature space in parallel processing and global/local contrast in multi-scale, we analyze these three aspects of saliency perception models by frequency transform in detail below, as shown.
Using the frequency domain spectrum of information. Generally, the key of bottom-up saliency detection is extracting and integrating a variety of visual properties from contrast differences. Saliency detection based on the frequency domain model is no exception. These kind of models can be divided into two categories: amplitude-based and phase-based. Hou [26] designed a simple and fast saliency detection approach by an amplitude spectral residual (SR). In this method, Hou assumed that the image information is made up of two parts: innovation and prior knowledge. The author believed that the statistical singularities in the amplitude spectrum may be responsible for anomalous regions in the image, where salient objects pop up. However, Guo [27] believed that the phase spectrum is a key factor to visual saliency. The author pointed out that the salient region was often caused by the sudden change of phase (PQFT). Although these two methods have better preformation in salient objects detection, they are still insufficient. In fact, the frequency domain transforms and inverse transform implementation need the phase and amplitude of common information in order to accurately express that the image contains information. The amplitude information states the energy spectrum of mutations and the phase information states the textural change in an image. Based on the amplitude spectrum, the saliency detection method has a salient object pre-position ability, but the integrity of the object is poor. Other phase spectrum-based methods are sensitive to the boundary of a salient object. Too much emphasis on either one factor is not appropriate, as shown in the columns of Figure 1 [13] ; (c) saliency maps of Hou's method (spectral residual (SR)) [26] ; (d) saliency maps of Guo's method phase spectrum of quaternion Fourier transform (PQFT) [27] ; (e) Saliency maps of quaternion discrete cosine transform (QDCT) [38] ; (f) saliency maps of HFT [34] ; (g) saliency maps by the proposed saliency perception method (hypercomplex spatiotemporal spectral contrast (HSC)).
Parallel Computation of feature space. Multi-feature parallel computing cannot only speed up the computation, but also improve the performance of visual saliency perception. The saliency map of Itti [13] is generated based on the linear combination of normalized four saliency sub-maps: intensity, red-green color opponency, blue-yellow color opponency and orientation. The author in [20] discusses a method of saliency detection by a color conspicuous map and an orientation conspicuous map. In the approach of [26] , the amplitude spectral residual is simply defined on a single feature of a gray image. These methods only obtained a saliency map from a single feature or simple combination of many sole features saliency sub-maps. The problem is that they do not take the internal relation and relevance into consideration. The authors in [35] pointed out that the approach of [20] will lose much information of salient objects by using simple or selecting simple color distribution or orientation distribution in an image. Different from above, our proposed saliency detection algorithm uses the color, intensity and texture information by hypercomplex number to obtain the final saliency map in parallel, as same as the methods of [27, 35] . Compared with the results of the methods of [13, 26] , as shown in the columns of Figure 1(b,c) , our saliency map has better subjective results, as shown Figure 1(g) .
Multi-scale global or local contrast. Visual scale space in general is important to saliency perception. The salient degree of objects is often the inconsistency of the scale space [40] . In [26, 27] , the saliency maps are obtained using an average filter. The study in [38, 39] gets saliency map based on the salient value for each patch of quaternion discrete cosine transform (QDCT). As show in Figure 1 (e), the approach's performance in salient object detection is limited. The local block frequency spectrum computing affects the detection results of this method. The work in [33, 34] address a visual saliency perception approach by a scale-space analysis of the amplitude spectrum of natural images. This method [34] is able to predict salient regions on which people focus their attention. The authors assumed that the best saliency map would appear in a specific scale of an image, which has the maximum entropy among various scales of the image. The saliency map of optimal scale weakens the saliency perceived in the other scales of the salient object, as shown in Figure 1 (f). In contrast, the proposed model uses global multi-scale contrast and incorporates the non-uniform sampling adopted by human vision, as shown in Figure 1 (g).
Besides the saliency perception methods above, we assume that saliency perception can be taken as a filtering process, which is a performed in the frequency domain to filter out the average energy signal and retain various features of the integrated signal energy contrast larger spectral filtering process. So, we propose a novel spatio-temporal saliency perception method based on hypercomplex spatiotemporal spectral contrast (HSC). The contribution of this paper is two-fold. On the one hand, we propose a saliency perception method by hypercomplex spectral contrast in parallel. On the other hand, we introduce a log-polar bias sampling mechanism to imitate a non-uniform sampling of the human vision system. From Figure 1 , we can see that the proposed method has a better performance on image detail detection, as a part of a bird's mouth (Figure 1(g)); our method is more sensitive to the texture, such as in Figure 1 (g), of the dandelion's integrity. Different from our pre-work [24] , we extend our pre-work from static saliency perception to spatio-temporal saliency perception. Additionally proving the robustness and effectiveness of our methods, we will extend the application to moving object extraction in this paper.
Our Approach
In this section, we describe the proposed model in detail. The framework of our approach is illustrated in Figure 2 . In this work, we compute a hypercomplex Fourier spectrum contrast of the amplitude and phase information using hypercomplex Fourier transform, respectively, in the multi-scale HSV color space. In this case, the saliency map could be produced using two hypercomplex spectral contrast maps at the same time by reconstruction and non-uniform sampling. The proposed HSC method mainly contains four steps:
Step 1: Convert a raw image, I, to the HSV color space, and then I was blurred by 2D Gaussian on three level pyramids to eliminate fine texture details, as well as to average the energy of image I.
Step 2: Represent image pixels by pure quaternion (hypercomplex) on HSV color space, then calculate the hypercomplex Fourier spectrum, which contains amplitude and phase information of the image by hypercomplex Fourier transform [41] in different scales.
Step 3: Calculate the spectral contrast between the raw image and blurred image, and then, reconstruct these contrast maps using amplitude spectral and phase spectral under various scales of the raw image.
Step 4: Normalize the reconstructed spectral contrast maps and use log-polar non-uniform sampling to obtain the final saliency map. 
Hypercomplex of HSV Color Image
Quaternion is a kind of hypercomplex number. Color image pixels have inherently 3-D components, and they can be represented in quaternion form using pure quaternion [41] . A commonly used color space that corresponds more naturally to human perception is the HSV color space, which contains three components: hue, saturation and value. In this paper, each pixel of the raw image is represented by hypercomplex numbers (quaternion) consisting of HSV three-color components, which do not consider color opponent-component (RG or BY) and intensity, different from [27, 40] . Thus, a hypercomplex number HSV image q(x,y) is defined as follows:
where i, j, k satisfies i
Based on the definition above, the hypercomplex number HSV image q's pixel is given by pixel symplectic decomposition as:
Saliency Detection Using HSC
Usually, salient visual stimulus is often generated by strong contrast signals in the bottom-up model, which have a larger energy of spectrum. In another words, some strong spectral contrast of amplitude and phase are the main components in salient signals. In this paper, we calculate the amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum using the hypercomplex Fourier transform [41] of the HSV color image. Based on Equation (2), hypercomplex Fourier transform of the hypercomplex image, q, can be calculated by two complex Fourier transforms of the symplectic parts, such as:
We define each part of the forward and inverse hypercomplex Fourier Transform of Equation (3) in Equation (4):
where (x,y) is the spatial location of each pixel and (u,v) is the frequency domain. M and N are the height and width of the image.
Furthermore, using the above Equations (1-4), we completed the transform from q to Q in the hypercomplex frequency domain, which can be also defined in the polar form:
where Q , φ and j are the amplitude spectrum, phase spectrum and unit pure hypercomplex number, respectively. In the next subsection, we first define the single-scale saliency of HSC. And then, we introduce the multi-scale analysis into the HSC method in order to refine the saliency detection result.
Single-scale saliency of HSC: First, we consider a single scale, l. Given an input raw image, I, we can obtain a blurred image I b using a 2D-Gaussian filter (σ = 3). Using Equations (1-5), we calculate the amplitude spectrum ( Q 
Then, our hypercomplex spectral contrast of each pixel, CQ
, is obtained by:
where CQ l is the total of hypercomplex spectral contrast, the same as Equation (4) and (u,v) is the frequency domain, since, the blurred image has the average spectrum energy in hypercomplex frequency. Thus, the amplitude spectral contrast would represent the salient energy in the hypercomplex frequency domain. The phase spectral could represent the salient structure information in the hypercomplex frequency domain.
Hence, we use Equation (4) to obtain the reconstruction of CQ l f inal as cq l I , represented as follows:
Finally, our HSC saliency map, S l , at scale l is obtain by:
Multi-scale saliency of HSC: Given the existence of the multi-scale of human visual perception, we can obtain the set of multi-scale blurred images whose scales are l = {1, 0.5, 0.25}, in order to enhance our saliency detection result, using a 2D-Gaussian pyramid, Thus, the average of the HSC saliency map at various scales can be obtained as follows:
Non-Uniform Sampling and Saliency Map
Our understanding of nature scenes is often from non-uniform observations in space or time. Usually, humans observe a natural image from its center. This means that the pixel's position is important to saliency detection in a image. From these above views, we design a simple method of logarithm center bias weight to simulate log-polar non-uniform sampling transform starting from the image center. We can calculate the log-center-distance, D log (x, y), between each pixel (x,y) and the image center. And then, we obtain the final saliency map as follows:
In the HSC algorithm, we use multi-scale hypercomplex spectral contrast and log-center-bias to implement the saliency detection. The proposed method is simple and effective, so it can be applied in digital media applications as a pre-processing approach.
Spatio-Temporal of HSC
Generally, the visual attention of humans is more sensitive to moving objects than static objects. The classic spatio-temporal saliency detection methods calculated the temporal and spatial attention models separately. It is necessary to collaborate these two models in a meaningful way to produce the final spatio-temporal saliency maps by one or two weights for the temporal and spatial attention models, such as [42, 43] . Although such methods often give a better results of saliency detection, the ad hoc parameters are difficult to adapt to a variety of video data. In this paper, we extend the above saliency detection model to spatio-temporal field. We add the multi-scale motion cue (as show in Equation (12) ) to the HSC model described above. For the t time frame I t (x, y) of video intensity feature, Equation (12) is a simple motion estimation with the difference of using five frames. In contrast, Equation (12) has better noise immunity than two frames' difference and three frames' difference, as show in Figure 3 .
After introducing the motion cue, Equation (1) can be reformed into Equation (13) . Then, we can get a new spatio-temporal hypercomplex using spatial cue and motion cue:
Then, according to the Equation (14), we can compute a spatio-temporal saliency map by the above HSC Equations (3-11). 
Experimental Validation
In this paper, we evaluate the proposed method in three groups of experiments: psychological pattern response, static saliency detection in natural images and saliency detection in dynamic scenes, respectively. In psychological pattern response, the psychological stimulus is from attention-related psychological experiments [14] , as detailed in Section 4.1. In the experiments of static saliency detection in natural images, we evaluate the performance by directly comparing the salient regions generated by eleven state-of-the-art approaches with the human-marked salient regions. The test images are from the MSRA database [1] , which has about 5,000 images. For each image, Liu et al. [1] provided several rectangles to label the salient object. Moreover, Achanta [28] et al. chose 1,000 images from the MSRA database [1] to carry on accurate human-marked salient regions, which is the ground truth for us to test a variety of saliency algorithms with objective performance. In addition, we also test our algorithm performance with a dataset provided by Hou [26] , because Hou's method is based on the frequency domain. In the experiment of image sequences of dynamic scenes, we use some videos from the BODIDS dataset [44] and the MSRA video saliency dataset [1] . All tests in this section are implemented in MATLAB and performed on the Windows XP platform with Intel Core2 2.2GHz CPU and 2G Memory.
Responses to Psychological Patterns
Psychological patterns, such as those shown in Figure 4 are widely used in visual attention experiments, not only to explore the mechanism of visual search, but also to test the effectiveness of the saliency map. We test our model on several psychological stimuli that are commonly used to represent pre-attentive visual features and some mixed stimulus [14] . These patterns include "line orientation", "length", "size", "closure", "curvature", "density", "number", "intersection", "terminator", "color" and mixed stimulus, etc. 
HFT
In this experiment, we use five stimulation patterns to test our approach, and our model does not include non-uniform sampling technology for psychological testing of fairness. As shown in Figure 4 , we compare our results with four state-of-the-art saliency detection methods related to our approach, which are amplitude spectral residual (SR) [26] , phase spectrum of quaternion Fourier transform (PQFT) [27] , quaternion discrete cosine transform (QDCT) [39] and optimal scale-space analysis of the hypercomplex Fourier transform (HFT) [34] . In Figure 4 , the first column image is a salient color stimulus. Except SR, all of the other methods successfully find the stimulus target. These results shows that the hypercomplex Fourier transform has better results in the color space. The second column gives a salient curvature stimulus. All five methods successfully detect the salient area. These results show that the frequency-based saliency detection methods perform well on salient texture. The third column is a pattern of a combination of stimuli with "intersection" and "color"; our method is stronger in a salient stimulus than the other three methods (PQFT, QDCT and HFT). In this mixture pattern, SR only detected out the "intersection" region and failed to find other "color" regions. In particular, the last two columns are complex stimulus cases, which are stimulus patterns composed of "line orientation" and "color". The SR and PQFT methods fail to find all red dashes, because they consider amplitude spectral or phase spectral separately. The QDCT and HFT also fail to perceive these red dashes, since they consider the key factor as a local patch spectrum or an optimal scale-space of an image. In contrast, our method has a good performance, because we comprehensively consider the global contrast of amplitude and phase spectral in the saliency detection model.
Static Saliency Detection in Natural Images
In this subsection, we test our method on the salient object detection dataset provided by Achanta [28] and the saliency detection dataset based on frequency domain provided by Hou [26] . These two datasets have 1,062 images with corresponding ground-truth. They cover many different salient objects in different image sizes, such as human, flower, car, bird, house, boat, sportsman, text and sign, in a simple or complex cluttered background. For a fair test, we set the saliency map at the resolution of 320 × 240 in all experiments, then resize it to raw size. For better visualization, a 2D Gaussian filter with σ = 3 is performed on all the results. We evaluate and compare our approach with eleven existing methods using qualitative and quantitative performance evaluation, respectively.
In qualitative comparison, we show our saliency map and compare to the other eleven state-of-the-art algorithms, which are the classic model (Itti) [13] , attention information maximization (AIM) [14] , graph-based visual saliency (GB) [15] , saliency using natural statistics on Bayesian framework (SUN) [16] , saliency detection by self-resemblance (LS) [18] , frequency-tuned approach (FT) [28] , SR method [26] , PQFT approach [27] , context-aware saliency (CA) [25] , QDCT method [39] and HFT approach [34] ) in Figure 5 . For the Itti et al. approach, we used source code from saliencytoolbox of webpage [46] , and for N.Bruce's method (AIM), J.Harel's method (GBVS), Zhang's method (SUN), H.Seo's method (LS), R.Achanta's method (FT), Hou's method (SR) and Goferman's method (CA), S.Boris' method (QDCT) and J.Li's method (HFT), we used source code from the authors' website. For Guo's method (PQFT), we implement the method in MATLAB using the "qtfm" toolbox [41] , since we could not have access to the author's code. These codes all run on the MATLAB platform. Figure 5 . Comparison of our method with eleven state-of-the-art saliency methods. The first column is the raw images (Raw), the last column is the ground truth (GT), the second to twelfth column are results produced by Itti [13] , attention information maximization (AIM) [14] , graph-based visual saliency (GB) [15] , saliency using natural statistics on Bayesian framework (SUN) [16] , self-resemblance (LS) [18] , FT [28] ,frequency-tuned approach (FT) [26] , PQFT [27] , context-aware saliency (CA) [25] , QDCT [39] , hypercomplex Fourier transform (HFT) [34] and our proposed method (HSC), respectively.
Although similar to SR and PQFT, which use frequency domain in saliency detection, the proposed method performs better than the two methods, since we consider not only amplitude spectral, but also phase spectral for global contrast in an image. Although the saliency map from [25] is very similar to ours, our method averagely takes about 0.2 s to compute a saliency map, while CA [25] costs 60 s on average, using the same computing conditions. Also, others models' computational time costs are shown in Table 1 . Figure 5 gives the selected results of twelve methods in ten natural images, which shows that our saliency map can more successfully detect the salient birds, Great Wall, girl, flower, sportsman, boat, etc., in each scene than other approaches. However, other methods can detect salient objects or just a part of these objects or almost failed. From Figure 5 , it can be observed that the proposed approach is more robust than other models, and the detected saliency region by the proposed method is close to human hand-labeled images (ground truth, GT).
For quantitative performance evaluation, we compare our model with the above eleven methods using a precision vs. recall (PR) measurement introduced in [28] . The saliency map values are in the range of [0, 255]. The simplest way to get a binary segmentation of salient objects is to threshold the saliency map with a threshold in [0, 255] . To compare the quality of different saliency maps, we vary this threshold from 0 to 255 and compute the precision and recall at each value of the threshold. Figure 6 shows the resulting precision vs. recall (PR) curves. The PR curves clearly show that our method performs better than the other eleven methods in human hand-labeled results. At the minimum recall values, the precision of our method is higher than that of the other methods, because the saliency map parallel computed by our method is a global spectral contrast and contains more pixels with the saliency value 255. Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 5 , the proposed method also outperforms the other methods in robustness, the integrity of the salient object and consistency to ground-truth data. Figure 6 . The Precision-recall curve for naive thresholding of saliency maps using 1,000 publicly available benchmark images with our proposed method (HSC) and the other eleven methods (Itti [13] , AIM [14] , GB [15] , SUN [16] , LS [18] , FT [28] , SR [26] , PQFT [27] , CA [25] , QDCT [39] and HFT [34] ) in two datasets [1, 26] . 
Saliency Detection in Dynamic Scenes
The video data is generally divided into two kinds, dynamic background and static background. In order to show the performance of the proposed method in spatio-temporal dynamic scenes, we use two type of videos from [44] (static background) and [1] (dynamic background), respectively. For video of static background, such as Figure 7 , this group of data are about a railroad intersection taken by a fixed monitor, with an image size of 360 × 240 pixels, 500 frames. For video of dynamic background, such as Figure 8 , this group of data are about an athlete surfing on the sea, with an image size of 320×240 pixels, 198 frames. Note that we keep the visual resolution of the saliency map to 128 × 128 pixels here in order to save video computational cost. To testify to the efficiency of our spatiotemporal saliency, we compare the proposed HSC method with the LS [18] and PQFT [27] methods in Figure 8 . The LS method is a novel bottom-up approach for space-time saliency detection using local regression kernels. However, for the simultaneous movement of the background and foreground object, in particular, the LS method succeeds in capturing highly the textured backgrounds, but fails to detect the motion of objects, such as is shown in Figure 8 . Moreover, the proposed method and PQFT all successfully compute the motion object in two types of dynamic scenes, but the proposed method can extract more integrity-salient objects. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve serves as a criterion for performance evaluation. Table 2 lists the ROC areas of different algorithms and shows that our algorithm achieves the highest ROC area. The subjective and objective data show that our approach is more robust than other models in saliency region detection. Thus, our method has a better performance on spatio-temporal saliency detection. Figure 7 . Comparison of two methods of spatio-temporal saliency maps in video sequences (static background). The first row is the raw video [44] ; the second to fourth row are results produced by LS [18] , PQFT [27] and the proposed method (HSC), respectively. Figure 8 . Comparison of two methods of spatio-temporal saliency maps in video sequences (dynamic background). The first row is the raw video [1] ; the second to fourth row are results produced by LS [18] , PQFT [27] and the proposed method (HSC), respectively. 
Discussion
In this section, we discuss the connection and clarify the difference between our method for visual saliency perception and other related methods.
Hypercomplex Frequency Spectral Contrast versus SR and PQFT
The spectral residual (SR) method [26] introduces frequency analysis to visual saliency perception. This work is based on the amplitude spectrum of representative natural image statistics on a single scale of a gray image. Following this, the PQFT method [27, 40] claims that the phase spectrum of Fourier transform is important to visual saliency, including the multi-scale case. In this paper, our work is based on the visual perspective of multi-resolution characteristics. We assume that the salient object perception is the accumulation result of the visual saliency in multi-scale spectrum contrast. Therefore, we introduce the blurred image to mimic an image average visual stimulation. By point to point comparison of the raw image and an average energy spectral image, the proposed method can get the saliency stimuli in parallel computing of the hypercomplex Fourier transform. However, unlike PQFT or SR, the information of visual saliency is reconstructed by using the phase spectrum or amplitude spectrum. The objective and subjective experimental results (Figures 5 and 6) show that our proposed method is better than the two algorithms mentioned above.
Hypercomplex Frequency Spectral Contrast versus QDCT and HFT
In this paper, visual perception is a bottom-up data-driven computation process. The saliency detection in a bottom-up manner is a global contrast result of features. The QDCT algorithm [39] depends on the division of the image block size. The saliency map has obvious blockiness, as shown in Figure 1 (e). The HFT algorithm [34] points out that the maximum of visual saliency stimulation exist in an optimal scale space, while the saliency contribution is weaker in the other scale space. HFT emphasizes the greater importance of local single-scale features more than the global multi-scale features. From Figure 9 , we can see that the HFT algorithm was concerned more with the local differences, such as the Great Wall, image of the sky, clothes and other regional players. Although Our algorithm, QDCT and HFT all use the hypercomplex frequency domain in parallel computing, the proposed algorithm emphasizes the global various scales spectrum result's overall role of stimulation on visual saliency. 
Application of Moving Object Extraction
In this section, we extend our approach to applications of moving object extraction to show its useful and plentiful potentials in visual media perception. Moving object detection in complex scenes is an important and challenging problem in computer vision, which is used in many applications, such as video surveillance, object tracking, video content compression and video semantic analysis. The classical method is background modeling. The background subtraction method can be applied under certain assumptions, such as a static background or a fixed camera. However, for dynamic backgrounds, this method is more difficult in detecting the holistic motion of an object. In this subsection, we overcome these limitations using our proposed spatio-temporal saliency method. Moving objects detection can be seen as a spatio-temporal saliency detection problem. From the view of the spatio-temporal saliency feature, moving objects have higher contrast in the frequency domain. The frame difference of a moving object may form the big peak value in the hypercomplex spectrum contrast. Therefore, the proposed method is much easier for detecting the space-time salient moving object by spatio-temporal global features. Figure 10 . Comparison of two methods of spatio-temporal saliency maps in video sequences. The first row is the raw video of PETS2001 [45] ; the second to fourth row are results produced by GMM [47] , KDE [48] , our method (HSC), mask of moving object extraction results by our method and box label of moving object extraction results by our method, respectively. Figure 11 . Comparison of two methods of spatio-temporal saliency maps in video sequences. The first row is the raw video of a dynamic background beach video [49] ; the second to fourth row are results produced by GMM [47] , KDE [48] , our method (HSC), mask of moving object extraction results by our method and box label of moving object extraction results by our method, respectively.
For the performance evaluation of moving objects detection, we employ two public datasets, PETS2001 [45] , and a beach video [49] , which are all taken in the outdoor environment and contain dynamic illumination changes. The image resolution of each dataset is 768 × 576 pixels (2,100 frames) and 360 × 180 pixels (457 frames). In the beach video, there are multiple people (foreground ) walking through the beach with moving waves (background). We compare the proposed saliency approach with two methods, the traditional GMM [47] and KDE [48] algorithm, which are widely used for motion detection. GMM is a classic, probabilistic method for background subtraction. But for both the dynamic background and dynamic foreground object, in particular, the movement examination ability of GMM is limited, because of the noise and dynamic background. For the time cost, the GMM method is more time-consuming. Similarly, KDE is a classical algorithm for moving object segmentation. Using a few frames as priori knowledge, the KDE method can model the background and quickly extract the moving targets in subsequent frames. However, the KDE method is sensitive to illumination changes, and some small moving objects are easily lost using KDE. The results are shown in Figures 10 and 11 . Finally, our proposed moving object detection method can give good performance with a simple binary threshold and morphological operators in our proposed saliency map. For the quantitative comparison, the recall and precision defined employ H. Seo's method [18] to determine a threshold value efficiently. The bounding boxes of moving objects are used as the ground-truth. If at least 30% of pixels within each bounding box are classified as foreground pixels, it can be easily detected as the moving object by using the simple post processing. We compare HSC with other approaches based on this recall rate. The recall and precision values computed from 20 frames randomly taken throughout the entire dataset are shown in Table 3 . Note that the low precision value indicates that false ones occur more frequently. From these test results, we confirm that the proposed approach can be effectively employed for extracting moving objects. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a spatio-temporal saliency perception method inspired by hypercomplex spectrum contrast and human visual perception. The basic idea is that the salient object is highly sensitive to the contrast of integrated features and nonlinear non-uniform sampling of visual information. To this end, a novel hypercomplex spectrum method for spatiotemporal saliency detection has been designed. The hypercomplex amplitude spectrum represents the power of the intensity, color, motion features and the hypercomplex phase spectrum to represent the texture and location information. We use the original image hypercomplex spectrum comparison with the down-sampling image spectrum to pop out the salient region and use non-uniform sampling to be consistent with the human visual perception of salient regions. The proposed method is able to effectively and quickly detect salient regions from an image and give better responses to psychological patterns. Experimental results show that the proposed method has better performance compared with the other eleven state-of-the-art methods on two public static image datasets. In addition, we applied the proposed method to image auto-segmentation and moving salient object detection. Since there is natural integration of various visual features in the hypercomplex spectrum-domain, the proposed method can efficiently detect the initial segmentation area and moving objects in cluster static or dynamic scenes. Experimental results show that our method has plentiful possibilities to some promising applications in image or video perception processing.
